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Suppose, K is a number field, and p is an odd prime. Setting R,=S),[p-I] 
with OK being the ring of integers of K, the isomorphism classes of Z,-extensions 
of R, form a Z,-module H’(R,. Z,,). Leopoldt’s conjecture states that 
H’(R,, Z,) g ZF+‘. In this paper we define a Z!,-submodule H(R,, Z,) of 
H ‘(RK, Z,) consisting of those classes of &-extensions having a normal basis over 
R,. We prove for a complex multiplication freld K that there is an isomorphism 
H(R,, Z,)EZ;+‘. ((‘1 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
It is known that the isomorphism classes of Z,-extensions over a 
connected commutative ring R form a Z,-module H’( R, r) where r is a 
topological group isomorphic to the additive group of p-adic integers Z,. 
In this paper we define a Z,-submodule H(R, r) consisting of those classes 
of Z,-extensions which, in some sense, have a normal basis over R. If K is a 
number field with ring of integers 0, then, setting R, = DK[p ~ ‘1, one has 
H(R,,T)cH’(R,,f)=H’(KJ-)=H(K,l-). 
Leopoldt’s conjecture states that there is a Z,-module isomorphism 
H’(R,, l-)SE’z;:+‘, where r2 denotes the number of complex places of K. 
In this paper we prove for a complex multiplication field K that there is a 
Z,-module isomorphism H( R,, r) r Z;+ I, where p is an odd prime. 
If K is a complex multiplication field, there is a direct decomposition 
H’(R,,l-)=C(R,,I-)@N(R,,l-) 
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with C(R,, r)= (R, 1 R,, = R,) and N(R,, r)= (R, 1 R,, =R;,‘), 
where - denotes complex conjugation. In Section 4 we show 
Z,-rank N( R,, r) = rz and Z,-rank C(R,, f) = 1 +6(K) 
with 6(K) being the “defect of Leopoldt’s conjecture.” We show, that each 
r-exension without normal basis, which lies in N(R,, r), yields an 
ambigious p-ideal class J of p-power order in the cyclotomic r-extension of 
K, satisfying 7=J-‘. We prove in 4.7 that the set of those ideal classes is 
finite, and we then conclude that the Z,-ranks of N(R,, r) and 
N(R,, r) n H(R,, ZJ are the same. 
In Section 1 we give definitions of the L,-modules H’(R, f) and H(R, f) 
for a connected commutative ring R, and we establish some lemmas. 
In Section 2 we show that the cyclotomic Z,-field extension of a number 
field K can be viewed as an element of H(R,, r), called 2,. 
In Section 3 we show that, for a totally real field K, the correspondence 
cc) I-+ Zz induces a &,-module isomorphism Z, r H(R,, r). 
Finally, in Section 4 we prove the existence of a Z,-module isomorphism 
Zr2+ ’ % H(R,, r) for a complex multiplication field K. 
‘The results of this paper are announced in [ 111. 
1. Z,-EXTENSIONS OF A CONNECTED COMMUTATIVE RING 
In this section we fix notations and establish some lemmas used in the 
sequel. The results of this section are more or less well known. 
Let p be a prime, and let I- be a topological group isomorphic to the 
additive group of p-adic integers Z,. We write r multiplicatively and fix a 
topological generator r of I-. Defining 
r, := r/P and T, := T mod P’, 
the group r, is cyclic of order p” with generator T,, for each n 3 0. 
Assume, R is a commutative ring and E,(R) is the R-algebra of all 
functions from r, to R under pointwise multiplication and addition. A 
commutative ring extension R,, of R is calied a f,,-extension, if I-, acts on 
R, as a group of R-algebra automorphisms, such that the fixed ring 
R? = (X E R, 1 T,Jx) =x> equals R, and the map h, : R, OR R, + E,( R,), 
defined by h,(x@y)(z~) = XT:(~) for X, YE R, and i= 0, . . . . p” - 1, is 
bijective [ 11. Examples of r,-extensions are the Galois field extensions 
with Galois group r,. If L is a r,-field extension of a number field K and if 
L is unramilied over K then the ring n,, of integers in L is a f,,-extension 
of the ring 0, Cl, Remark 1.5(d)]. 
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A further example of a r,-extension of R is the R-algebra E,(R) when r, 
acts on E,(R) via (aJ)(y)=f(a-‘y) for g, YE r,, and f~ E,,(R). We call 
E,,(R) the trivial T,-extension of R. 
Let R,, be a commutative ring extension of R together with an 
embedding rG Aut,(R,) such that the fixed ring Rc equals R. Setting 
R, := Rr for n>O, 
we obtain inclusions 
R=R,cR,c ... CR,C ... CR,, 
and r, acts on R, as a group of R-algebra automorphisms such that 
T,(X) = T(X) = T,(X) 
whenever .X E R, and m 6 n. We call R, a r-extension (or Z,-extension) if 
Kc = Un>o R, and if each R, is a r,-extension of R. 
We now assume that the base ring R is connected (i.e., R has no idem- 
potents other than 0 and 1). 
The following lemma follows from 19, p. 280 J. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let R, = U, R, be a T-extension of R. If R, is a nontrivial 
T,,-extension of R for some n > 0 then R, + I is a nontrivial <znp;, )-extension 
of R,. In particular, R, is connected if and only if R, is connected. If R is a 
field, then R, is a field if and only if R, is a field. 
1.2. EXAMPLE. If K, = U,, K,, is a T-field extension of a number field K, 
then K, is unramtfied at all primes not lying above pH [IS, Prop. 13.21. 
Thus, letting R, = O&p-‘1, then R,, = IJ, R, is a connected r-extension 
of & 
Two r-extensions R, = U,, R, and Rb, = U,, RL of R are called 
isomorphic, if there is an R-algebra isomorphism 
f:R,,-+R’, such that f 0 T = z of: 
If f is such an isomorphism, then f,, =f,R,: R, -+ RL is a homomorphism 
of r,,-extensions (i.e., a r,-linear R-algebra homomorphism) and hence an 
isomorphism [ 1, Theorem 3.41. Conversely: 
1.3. LEMMA. Suppose R, = Un R, and R& = U, RL are two T-extensions 
of R. If there is an isomorphism R, g RL of r,,-extensions for each n > 0, then 
R., and RL, are isomorphic as T-extensions. 
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ProojI We have to construct isomorphisms f,,: R, r RL such that 
f,, R,m, =f,- i for all n > 0. Let g, : R, r RL be an isomorphism of 
r,-extensions for all n > 0. 
If R, is connected and if f, is constructed, there is a unique i E Z such 
thatfn=G~(g,+lIRn ) by [ 1, Cor. 3.21. Setting f,, , = z;+ 1 og,,, , the result 
follows. 
If R, is nonconnected, then either R, z E,(R) for all n, or there is c E f+J 
such that R, E E,(R) for all n < c and R, is a nontrivial (t,p’ )-extension of 
R,, for all n > c by Lemma 1.1. 
Suppose c exists. Write R, = Oi Re, with (e, 1 0 < i dp” - 1) a set of 
pairwise orthogonal idempotents whose sum is 1, and z,.(ei) = e,, , for all i. 
Note that since R is connected each idempotent of R,., hence of R,, is a 
sum of elements e;. Now (g,(e,,) 1 n > c} is a finite subset of R:.. Hence 
there is an idempotent u0 E R:. such that u, =g,(e,,) for infinitely many 
n 2 c. Replacing g, by the restriction of g,, , if necessary, we may assume 
v0 = g,(e,) for all n 2 c. The r-extension eOR, of eoR,. z R is connected, 
hence there are isomorphisms fn,O: e, R, -+ u0 Rk with fn.O, Rnm I =f, i,” for 
all n > c. Setting f,,,(e,x) = zL(fnso(e,T;‘(x))) for x E R,, i = 0, . . . . pc’ - 1, 
we obtain an isomorphism of r,-extensions f,,: R, r RL defined by 
f,(x) = Cifn,;(eix), such that fnlR,-, = f,, ~ i for all n > c, and by restriction 
for all n. 
Finally assume R, = E,,(R) for all n. Suppose we have constructed 
f,: R,zRk with fniRnm,=fn-,. Define eoEE,(R) by e,(rf)=6,,j 
(Kronecker symbol) and set f,(e,)= uO. Choose eg+ ‘1~ E,+,(R) and 
L$+‘)E E,, ,(R’) with e,= tr(et+“) and uO= tr(ul;+ l)) where tr denotes 
the trace map from R,, 1 (resp. RL+ i ) to R, (resp. Ri). Then setting 
f,+,(Z:,+,(eb”+“))=Z:,+l(ub”+l)) for i=O,...,p”+‘-1 we obtain an 
isomorphism f, + , : R, + i 2 RL + , of r, + ,-extensions with f, + , , R, = f,. 1 
It is known that the isomorphism classes of f,-extensions form a 
commutative group 
H’(R r,,) E H:,(R, r,,, 
such that E,(R) represents the unit element [7; 14; 6, 21. H ‘(R, r,) has 
@‘-torsion and hence is a (B/p??)-module as follows from [7, Theorem 43. 
The canonical projection r, -+ r,,, for m < n induces a group 
homomorphism 
Y %” : H’(R, r,) -+ H’(R, T,,,), R,HR,<~~ , fl> 
such that Y~,~=Y~,~oY~,~ for j< m d n [ 1, 141. We therefore have a 
H,-module &r H’(R, Z) with respect to the projective system 
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(H’(R, r,,,), y,,,). Letting H’(R, r) be the set of isomorphism classes of 
f-extensions of R we obtain a map 
cp:H'(R,f)+lim H'(R,l-,), u Rn = Kc I-+ (R,),>co 
being injective because of Lemma 1.3. If (R,), E lim H'(R, r,), one 
constructs an inductive system {R,, i,,,: R, 4 R, ) m <n} starting with 
embeddings z,- ,,,,: R,- 1 s R,"c R, where lJ= (t,P”“). Hence cp is 
bijective, and H'(R, r) is a Z,-module via q. 
For each n > 0 there is a subgroup H(R, r,,) of H'(R, r,,) consisting of 
those classes of r,-extensions which have a normal basis over R, and ym,n 
induces a group homomorphism H(R, I-,,) + H( R, r,) for m d n [ 14, 11. 
Let H(R, ZJ be the subset of H '(R, r) consisting of those classes of 
r-extensions R,, = U, R, such that each R, has a normal basis over R. 
Then H(R, Z) is a Z,-submodule of H'(R, ZJ, since the projective limit is 
left exact. 
Let E,(R) be the R-algebra of all continuous functionsf: f -+ R where R 
is provided with the discrete topology. E,(R) represents the unit element 
in H(R, r) when r acts on E,(R) via (of)(y) =f(o-‘r) for cr, y E f and 
fEE,(R). Given any r-extension R, = lJ,, R,, of R the map 
h,:R,O,R,-+E,(R,,), h,(xOy)(y)=xy(y) for x,.YE&, r~f, is 
bijective. If each R, has a normal basis over R there is a r-linear R-module 
isomorphism R, s E,(R); this can be verified with help of [ 10, Prop. 5.4 3 
and is shown in [ 131 for infinite Galois field extensions. 
The character groups 
G, = f, = (CJ E Horn,,,, (I-, a=*) 1 a(z) = 1 vz E rpn} 
with C* = @ \O yield inclusions 
l=GOczG,c . ..cG.,c ... ~G,=Hom,,,,(T,62*) 
and G, is a cyclic group of order p” for all n. We choose generators CT,, of 
G, such that ai = CJ~-, for all n > 0. Let R[G,] = CD&' Rah be the 
commutative group ring of G, with coefficients in R. 
Defining for j E Z an R-algebra homomorphism 
vi:R[G,]+R[G,] via vj( a,) = a;i 
we have vi 0 v, = vii and vi = v,,,,,,~~” for all i, j E Z. 
Because of the following lemma, proved in [lo, Lemma 1.31, we may 
regard a normal basis of a r,-extension R, of R as a unit in the group ring 
MGiJ- 
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1.4. LEMMA. Let R, be a l-,-extension of R, and let X= ZipI;’ X,a,;’ be 
in R,[G,]. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X 0, ‘..> X Pn ~ ’ is an R-basis of R, over R and X, = st(X,) for all i. 
(ii) X is a unit in R,[G,] and r,(X)=o,X, where z,, acts on the 
coefficients of X and a,X is the product of CT,, with X in R,[G,]. 
If p is odd it easily follows from 1.4: 
1 S. LEMMA. If Y is a normal basis of a r,-extension R, of R, then 
X=(Yv-l(Y)- ) ’ (p” f “I2 is a normal basis of R, over R satisfying 
v,(X) = 1 and x-’ = El(X). (*I 
We call a normal basis satisfying the equations (*) a normalized normal 
basis. 
Since R is connected there is a separable closure Rsep. If p is a unit in R 
then Rsep contains a primitive p”th root of unity [,, . Defining for i E Z an 
R-algebra homomorphism 
x,: RIG,1 + R(L) via x,(cn I= C 
we have xi 0 v, = xij for all i, jf Z. 
If XE R[G,] then xi(x) is the ith Fourier coefficient of x, and the follow- 
ing lemma is easily checked. 
1.6. LEMMA. Let p be a unit in R. Zf x = C/I,’ xio;’ in R[G,] then 
xi=p -“~~~~l~j(~)~~foralli=O,...,p”-l. 
2. A NORMAL BASISOFTHE CYCLOTOMIC Z,-EXTENSIONOFA NUMBER FIELD 
Let KO be a number field, i.e.. a finite field extension of the rationals Q, 
and let K, = lJ, K,, be the cyclotomic Z,-held extension of K, [ 15, 
Sect. 7.33. For each n we denote by p,,,! the group of the p”th roots of unity 
in PP. Let n, E N be maximal with respect to the property 
Let E),” be the ring of integers in K,, and set Z, = D&p-‘]. 
2.1. THEOREM. Zf p is odd, Z, has a normalized normal basis XC”’ over Z, 
for all n > 0 such that the Fourier coefficients xt(X’“‘) are pntnoth roots of 
unityforj=O, . . ..p”- 1. 
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Proof We first prove that Z,(p(,) has a normalized normal basis over 
Z&,) with Fourier coefficients being p”+Yh roots of unity. Let 
M,:={mEZl -(p”-1)/26m<(p”-1)/2) 
for n > 0. Let <,, + ng be a primitive p nCnOth root of unity in Z,(pP) such that 
t,(i .+.,)=if,z;. 
Set in = i,pT no’ 
Suppose n < n,. Then define X, :=p-” C,,,, M, [;,H,[tn’ for k = 
0, . . . . p” - 1. Setting 
p”- 1 
X=X’“‘= c X,a,k 
k=O 
we obtain x,(X)=[‘,+., and x,(v-,(X))=[;i., for j=O, . . ..p”-- 1. Since 
x,(v,(X)) = x0(X) = 1 for all j, Lemma 1.6 implies that X is normalized. 
Since n <no we have r,(Xk) = xk+ I for all k=O, . . ..p”- 1, hence 
r,(X) = 0,X. Using Lemma 1.4 the assertion follows for n <no, and by 
induction on n we shall prove it for n >, n,. 
Assume that XC”) is a normalized normal basis of Z,(pp) over Zo(pp) 
with Fourier coefficients being pn+ no th roots of unity, and assume n > no. 
Let rn~M,+,. If p divides m then m =pr for a unique r E M, and we define 
$n+ 1) =X,(-p)) =: p. m 
If p does not divide m then m = i (1 + p”“) -’ for a unique i E M,, such that p 




p+ 1) = C xp+l)g;tI with ~~+l)=p~I~~+‘) 1 ~~+1)<~~1 
k=O meMn+l 
we have x -(XC” + ’ I) = PC, + ’ ) for all j = 0, . . . . p” + ’ - 1 being p” + ’ + “Oth roots 
of unity by definition and induction. X(“+l) is normalized by Lemma 1.6 
since T!” + 1 ).@,+ ‘) = 1 for all j and 2” + ‘) = 1. It remains to check that 
T,,+ ,(XiH+‘)) = Xp:,‘) for k = 0, . . . . p”+ ’ - 1. By induction we have 
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Finally, we compute 




It follows that z,+,(X~+“)=X~++,~) for all k=O, . . ..f+‘- 1. Thus XC”’ is 
a normalized normal basis of Z,(pLp) over Z&,) with the desired property 
for all n > 0. 
Let G be the Galois group of Z,(p,) over Z,. Then G acts on the group 
ring Z,(pP)[G,] by acting on the coefficients. Let Y= Norm,(X’“‘). Then 
Lemma 1.4 guarantees that Y is a normalized normal basis of Z, over Z,. 
The Fourier coefficients of Y are p”+“O th roots of unity, since this holds 
for XC”‘. 1 
3. THE GROUP H(R,,~)FoR A TOTALLY REAL FIELD K 
Let K be a totally real held; i.e., K is a number field and every embedding 
KG @ is real-valued, hence r2 is zero for K. Let 
R=R,=D/Jp-‘1. 
We denote by K, = U, K,, the cyclotomic ?&-field extension of K= K,, and 
set Z, = Xl&p - ’ ] for all n. Assume that p is odd. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let R, = u,, R, be a connected r-extension of R such 
that R, has a normal basis over R for all n > 0. Then there is an R-algebra 
isomorphism R, z Z, for all n > 0. 
Proof: Assume that there is n, > 0 such that R,, is not isomorphic to 
Z,, as an R-algebra. 
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As in Section 2 let n, E N be maximal such that pLpq c K(pP). Choose an 
integer m, such that every prime ideal of D K,,(y) lying above pZ is totally 
ramified in K,(p,) [8, Sect. 6, Lemma 41. Choose n E N such that 
n>n,+c with c = n, + m,. 
Let X=x::;’ X,~;‘ER,[G,] be a normal basis of R, over R. By 1.5 we 
may assume that X is normalized. Recall that VJCJ~) = 0; for j E Z. Let 
Y:=Xv,c+,(X)-1. 
We think of R,, and Z, as sitting in the same separable closure Rsep of R. 
We shall prove that there is an integer s with (p, s) = 1 such that 
Y” E Z,,[G,]. (*I 
From (*) we get a contradiction in the following way: Since R, and Z, 
are both r-extensions there is m b 0 such that Z, = Z,, A R, = R,, thus 
Y E R,[G,] by (*). This yields r,P”( Y’) = Y”, since the Galois group of R, 
over R, is generated by r,d”. On the other hand, Lemma 1.4 implies 
Since Y” is a unit, it follows that a;@+’ = 1. By assumption we have 
n,>m, hence n>n,+c>m+c. Since (p,s)=l this implies o;-“p”“#l 
and hence a contradiction. Thus Theorem 3.1 follows from (*). 
It follows from Lemma 1.4 that z,(Xp”) = (0,X)@‘= P”, hence 
J?E R[G,] and so YP’~ R[G,]. In order to prove (*) it suffices to show 
that each Fourier coefficient 
qj = Xj( yp"), j=o, . . ..p"- 1, 
is a root of unity in Rsep for the following reason. We have 
qjE R([,) c Z,(pP). If qj is a root of unity and if the order of q, is sjp’ with 
r E Z and (p, sj) = 1 then, setting s = n,&’ sj, we obtain x,( Y’) E Z&,) 
for j = 0, . . . . p” - 1. Lemma 1.6 then implies Y” E Z,,(pP)[G,]. Since 
I,, n Rn = Gn we get Y” E Z,,[ G,] and hence (*). 
If x is an algebraic integer all whose conjugates have absolute value 1 in 
Cc, then x is a root of unity [ 15, Lemma 1.63. Since K(i,) is a complex 
multiplication field it remains to prove qje cOKci.) and lqjl = q,ij, = 1, where 
4, is the complex conjugate of qj. 
Let [, = [cm’ and cc= [,““-‘. Then K(<,) is a Galois field extension of 
K([,) with Galois group G of order p+“O. There is p E G such that 
p(x) = x for all x E K([,.) and 
P(L) = i:’ + ‘. 
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Setting Xp”= T=Ciplo’ T,a;‘with T,ER we get T~‘=v~,(T)=Cj T,a;, 
since X is normalized. This implies I,( vPc + , ( T) - ’ ) = p( x,( T) - ’ ) = 
p( xj( T)) ~ I and hence 
q,=xjT)dx,(T))- ’ for allj = 0, . . . . p” - I _ 
Since the coefficients Ti of T are in the totally real field K we have 
Xj(T)~’ =xj(T) forcing Ix,(T)1 = 1 and Ip(xj(T))J =p(I~t(T)l)= 1, thus 
/qj] = 1 for allj=O, . . ..p”- 1. 
It remains to show that q, is an algebraic integer. Let 
x.,(TPm, =n if”’ P 
with am Z and a(p) =0 for almost all p be the prime ideal decom- 
position of the fractional ideal x,( T)DD,,CnI. If a(p) is nonzero then p lies 
above pZ since xj( T) is a unit in R([,). We therefore have p(p) = p since 
there is only one prime ideal above p n DKti,) by definition of m, and n > c. 
It follows that qjDKCinI = n,, p3(p’ np p-X(P) = DK,,nl forcing that qj is an 
algebraic integer for Jo (0, . . . . p” - I }. 1 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let R, = un R, be a nontrivial r-extension of R such 
that R, has a normal basis for all n; then there is an isomorphism of 
r-extensions R ~ r Zg for some CO E Z,. 
Proof We first consider the case that R, is connected. By Theorem 3.1 
there is an R-algebra isomorphism f,,: R, 3 Z, for all n > 0. Letting 
yn: Z,-t Z,, x~(f,o~,,Of;‘)(x), then y,(f,(x))=f,(t,(x)) for all XER,. 
Since I-,, is isomorphic to the group of all R-algebra automorphisms 
of Z,, it follows that there is j, E Z with (j,, p) = 1 and y, = rk. Let Z,( j,) 
be the R-algebra Z, endowed with r,-action r,, x Z,( j,) -+ Z,(j,), 
(z,, X) I+ 7$(x). Choose i, E Z with i, j, = 1 mod p”Z. Then [R,] = 
[Z,( j,)] = [Z,Jin in H(R, r,) as follows from [7, Theorem 41. Since pm is 
the order of [Z,] we have i, = i, mod p”Z for all m <n. Thus there is 
ie Z, with i, = i modp”Z, for all n, and we have an isomorphism R,X, z Z, 
of r-extensions by 1.3. 
If R, is nonconnected, but nontrivial then S, := R, Z, is connected by 
1.1 and since cp: H’(R, T)+bH’(R, r,), defined in Section 1, is an 
isomorphism of groups. As we have shown there is a unit i in Z, and an 
isomorphism S, E Ziz of r-extensions. We therefore have R, z Zi, Z,;,’ z 
ZW, with o=i- 1. 1 
3.3. COROLLARY. There zs u Z,-module isomorphism Z, r H(R, r), 
COHZ~. 
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ProoJ By Theorem 2.1 we have [Z, 1” E H(R, r), and by 3.2 the map 
.q+H(R 0, w+-+z:, is surjective. It is injective, since (Z;“)’ with k, IE 72 
and (p, 1) = 1 is not trivial for n > k. 1 
Remark. It is proved in [S] that JH(R,, f,,)l =pncr2+“. O(1) for an 
arbitrary number field K. This result combined with Theorem 2.1 also 
implies that there is a Z,-module isomorphism H(R,, r) z Z, for a totally 
real field K. 
4. THE GROUP H(R,, I-) FOR A CM-FIELD K 
Let K be a complex multiplication field, i.e., K is a totally imaginary 
quadratic field extension of a totally real field, denoted by K+. The Galois 
group of K over K+ is generated by an automorphism z which for each 
embedding KG C coincides with complex conjugation. Write r(1) = 2 for 
i E K. Assume that p is an odd prime, and set 
R=O,[p-‘1 and R+ =Q+[p+]. 
For any R-module M define the R-module IV to be the additive group M 
equipped with a new R-structure I . x = xx for 2 E R and x E M. 
We define in H’(R, f) two Z,-submodules 
C(R, f)= (R, E H’(R, f)l R, = R,} and 
N(R,f)= {R, ~Hl(R,f)l it,=R,‘}. 
Since R, =(R,, .R,,)“‘.(R, .R;‘)‘!’ for each R,,tsH’(R, f), one has 
H’(R, f)=C(R, f)@N(R, f). 
It is known that there is a Z,-module isomorphism H ‘(R, f) z Z; + I + 6 for 
some 6 = 6(K) 3 0, where r2 denotes the number of complex places of K. 
The conjecture 6(K) = 0 is called Leopoldt’s conjecture [ 15, Sect. 5.5 and 
Theorem 13.41. 
In this section we first compute the Z,-ranks of C( R, ZJ and N( R, f ): 
Z,-rank N(R, f) = rz and Z,-rank C(R, f) = 1 + 6(K+). 
We then prove, that the Z,-ranks of N(R, f) and N(R, f) n H(R, f) are 
the same, and this yields the existence of a Z,-module isomorphism 
H(R, f)xZ;+‘. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. (a) There is a Z,-module isomorphism H’(R+, f) s 
C(R, f) given by Rz, H R,: OR+ R. 
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(b) Suppose R, = IJ, R, is a connected r-extension of R, and K, is 
the quotient field of R,. If R,, lies in C(R, r) then each K, is a complex 
multiplication field. 
Proof The canonical homomorphism H ‘( R + , r,) -+ H ‘( R, Z-,,) is 
injective and induces an injective Z,-module homomophism 
cp: H’(R+, r) -+ C(R, r). We are going to show that cp is surjective. 
Assume R, = lJ,, R, is a connected r-extension of R = R, and there is an 
isomorphism of f,-extensions f,: R, + i?, for all n. Then there is a 
r,-linear ring isomorphism 
fn: R, +R, with f,(Ax) = IfJx) for all 1 E R, x E R,. 
Since R, is connected the group r, is the group of all R-automorphisms of 
R,, hence f t = yn for some y, E I-,,. Setting s, = y;(p”+ ii/* and 1, = s, f, we 
obtain z,(1) =;i for all IE R. Since f, is r,-linear, we have zz = id and 
r,(z,(x)) = z,(I,(x)) = z,(x) for all x E R,f := R,<‘.ln>. Thus the group 
f,= (7,) acts on R,f as an R+-automorphism group, and R,f is a 
l-,-extension of R’ satisfying R,+ OR+ R z R,. Passing to the quotient 
fields we obtain K,’ OK+ K z K,. Since K is a complex multiplication field 
this yields (b). 
We also obtain a r-extension R,f = Un R,+ of R+ with R: OR+ R z R,. 
Since C(R, ZJ is generated by connected f-extensions, cp is surjective, and 
(a) follows. 1 
4.2. COROLLARY. The Z,-rank of C(R, I-) is 1 + 6( K+ ), and the Z,-rank 
of N( R, r) is r?. 
ProoJ: By 4.1(a), we have Z,-rank C(R, f)= 1 +6(K+). Let E=E(K) 
be the group of units in DK. Then the index (E(K): E(K+)) is finite by [15, 
Th. 4.121. With the notations of [ 15, p. 2651 it follows that the index -~ 
(E,(K): E,(K+)) is finite. Thus the index (E,(K): E,(K+)) is finite too, 
since the canonical embedding E,(K+ ) G E,(K) is continuous. This implies 
Z,-rank E,(Kf) = Z,-rank E,(K), hence 6(K) = 6(K+ ) by [ 15, p. 2651. We 
now obtain Z,-rank N( R, r) = Z,-rank H ‘( R, ZJ - BP-rank C( R, r) = rz. 
I 
4.3. COROLLARY. Leopoldt’s conjecture holds for K if and only if the 
cyclotomic r-field extension is the only r-extension K,, = IJ, K, of K such 
that each K,, is a complex multiplication field. 
Proof: Let K, = lJ,, K,, be a r-field extension of K such that each K,, is 
a complex multiplication field. If Leopoldt’s conjecture is true for K then 
S(K) = 0 = 6(K+), hence K,, is the cyclotomic Z,-extension of K. Cower- 
sely, if K, is the only r-extension of K such that each K,, is a complex mul- 
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tiplication field, then K, is cyclotomic, and Z,-rank C(R, f) = 1 by 4.1(b), 
since C(R, r) is generated by connected r-extensions. Thus 4.2 implies 
Z,,-rank H ‘(R, r) = i2,-rank N( R, r) + Z,-rank C(R, r) = r2 + 1. 1 
Given two r,,-extensions R,, RA of R = D,[p ~ ‘1 their product R, Rk is 
defined to be the r,,-extension (R,@, RL)ker”(F) with p being the multi- 
plication map r,, x r,, -+ r,. This product induces the group structure in 
H’(R, r,). In particular, Ri denotes a representative of the isomorphism 
class [R,]‘eH’(R, T,,) for iEZ. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let R, = u, R, be a r-extension of R. If R, . R, has a 
normal basis over R for all n there is s 2 0, independent of n, such that R!f 
has a normal basis over R for all n. 
Before proving Theorem 4.4 we show that Theorem 4.4 yields the 
following corollary. 
4.5. COROLLARY. There is a .?I,-module isomorphism Z;+ ’ z H(R, r). 
Proof Let 2, be the cyclotomic f-extension of R and Z& the 
cyclotomic r-extension of R+. It follows from 3.3 that H(R+, f) = (ZL), 
thus H(R, F) c (Z, ) @ N(R, r) by 4.2. Theorems 4.4 and 2.1 imply that 
there is t > 0 such that (Z, ) @ N( R, r)p’ c H( R, r). Corollary 4.2 
therefore yields Z,-rank H(R, r) = r2 + 1. 1 
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
4.6. LEMMA. Let U be the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group of 
R, and let U + be the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group of R +. rf J 
denotes the Galois group of K over K+, the canonical homomorphism 
cp: U + + UJ is btjective. 
Proof. Let A be an ideal in R + such that APm is a principal ideal for 
some m. Suppose AR= (~1) for some CIE R. Since CIC(E Rf and A2R = (c(k), 
unique factorization into primes implies A* = (aa) in R+. Thus cp is injec- 
tive. Let (5 (resp. (1. + ) be the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group of 
OK (resp. OK+). Then l&J1 = IQ+1 by [12, Lemma4.1, p.641, since pf2. 
Thus the canonical homomorphism tX + + EJ is bijective, and hence 9 is 
surjective. Lemma 4.2 also follows from [S, Lemma 23-J. 1 
Viewing a r,,-extension of R as a module over the group ring R[r,,] 
yields a homomorphism CI from H ‘(R, Z-,) to Pic(R[f,]), the group of 
isomorphism classes of rank-one projective R[T,]-modules, and the 
sequence 
1 + H(R, r,,+ H’(R, F,,) -% Pic(R[r,]) 
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is an exact sequence of groups [4, Theorem 23. Any ring homomorphism 
f: S -+ S’ induces a homomorphism from Pit(S) to Pic(S’) denoted by f*. 
Since R is a Dedekind domain we may identify Pit(R) with the ideal 
class group of R. 
Let pfl be the group of p”th roots of unity in a fixed separable closure 
of K. 
The idea of the proof of 4.4 is the following: Given a r-extension 
R, = U, R, of R with R, R, having a normal basis over R, we construct a 
special sequence Z, E U;=O Pic(R(p,k)), n 3 0, such that each Z, has the 
same order as cc(R,). We then show in Proposition 4.8 below that there is 
s b 0 with Z:” = 1 for all n. 
As before, let n, be maximal such that ppnO lies in K(P~). Then 
K, = IJ,, K,, with K(pp,,+% ) is the cyclotomic Z,-extension of K,, = K(pp), 
and each K, is a complex multiplication field. Set 
for all n >, 0 and p # 2. Let r,, = (z, ) be the Galois group of K,, over K,, . 
4.7. LEMMA. Let U, be the p-Sylow subgroup of Pic(Z,), and let 
6,= {JneUn 1 z,*(J,)=J, and J, .-r,= 1). Then there is an integer s>O, 
independent of n, such that I%,, 6 ps for all n >, 0. 
Proof Let J, E B,,. Then J,, E U? and J, $ Ui where J is the Galois 
group of K, over K,t Choose an integer m, such that every prime ideal in 
0 K”. lying above pi2 is totally ramified in K,, [S, Sect. 6, Lemma 43. Set 
C, = 3,/P,, where 3, is the group of all fractional ideals of 2, and P, is 
the subgroup of all principal fractional ideals. We are going to prove 
IB,I < I C,,J, and this will prove the lemma. 
Let n > m,, and define G = fp”“. The exact sequence 
of G-modules induces an exact sequence 
O+P,“+3,G+C,G‘+H’(G, P,)+O, 
since H’(G, 3,) =0 by [12, p. 641. Thus IC,GI = (3,“: P,“) IHl(G, Pn)l. 
Since K,, is unramitied at all primes not lying above pi?, the canonical 
homomorphism J,, + 3 ,” is bijective and induces a surjective homomor- 
phism C,, --f 3,G/P z, hence (3,“: P,G)< IC,,I and IC,Gl d IC,,I IH’(G, Pn)l. 
Let C,+ be the ideal class group of ZT Then I CJ GI 3 I H ‘(G, P,’ )I. We 
therefore obtain IC,“l/lC,+GI d IC,,J.h, with h, = IH’(G,P,)J/IH’(G,P,+)I. 
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Recall, that II, is the p-Sylow subgroup of C,. Since .I, E U,G and J, +! U,J 
for all J, E 8,,, and since Ui z UG by 4.6, we obtain 
It remains to show h, = 1. 
By the choice of m, we have a(p) = p for all c E G and all prime ideals p 
in S)Kn lying above pZ. Hence P, = P,@ Pip) as G-modules, where P, is 
the group of all principal fractional ideals of DK, and Py) is the group of 
principal fractional ideals of 0, lying over p. Since G acts trivially on Pjlp) 
and Pj,f’) is free, H ‘(G, Pjp)) = 0 so 
H’(G, P,) = H’(G, PK,). 
Let E, be the group of units in DK,, and let p be the group of all roots of 
unity in K,. We then have 
IH’(G f’,,)I = I(N,(Kn) ,--I C,,,V~,(E,)I by Cl& P. 661 
G 2 IO’,Wn) n PZ,J)IWPE,+ )I by [15, Th. 4.121 
= 2 I(Nc(K,) C-J E&t;,)IKi(E,+ )I, 
since each root of unity is the norm of a root of unity. Suppose, 
x~~G(KJnKo, and write x = N,(y) with y E K,,. Then, setting z = 
x-‘(yj)wI+1v2, we obtain z E K’ and NG(z) = x, hence N,( K,,) n E,& = 
N,(K,+ ) n EL,,. B Y Cl’& P. 661, I(N,(K+ 1 n E,ZJIN,(K )I = IH’(G pn+ 11, so 
we have proved h, < 2. Since x ICI E NG( E+ ) for all x E N,(K,+ ) n E,&, the 
group H ‘(G, P,’ ) is a p-group by [ 12, p. ;6], and similarly, H ‘(G, P,) is a 
p-group. This now yields h, = 1. g 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Assume K, = lJnaO K, with K, = K(P~~+“~), and 
2, = -c),[p- ‘1. Let U, he the p-Sylow subgroup of Pic(Z,). De$ne 
p E Gal(K,/K,) oia p(c) = cpq+’ for all p-power roots of unity [. Then there 
is s>O such that every ZE lJkaO Uk, which satisfies I= 1 and p*(I) = Ip”+ ‘, 
satisfies Ip’ = 1. The integer s is independent of I. 
Proof: Define 23’= {1~U,.,U,IZ=7and p*(I)=Zp”o+‘}. 
Suppose, for each s > 0 there is Z(s) E 8’ such that I(s)@# 1. We have 
I(s) c Uk,sJ for some k(s) 3 0. Since Uk,sj is a finite group, k(s) cannot be 
constant, independent of s. So we may assume that there is a sequence 
I,~U,n23’, n E N, such that for each sb0 there is m =m(s) with Zg# 1. 
Let p + E Gal(K,+ /K,’ ) be the image of p under the canonical 
isomorphism Gal( K,/K,,) g Gal( K,’ /K,+ ). Since Z, = I,, Lemma 4.6 implies 
that there is Zz E UT satisfying 
p+*(l+)=(l+)Pw+’ n ” and K(s,)p’ # 1 for all ~20. (*) 
64.3212-2 
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We denote both Galois groups Gal(K,+ /K,f ) and Gal(K,JK,) by the same 
letter r,. 
Let L,+ be the maximal abelian, unramified p-extension of KT in which 
every prime of K, + lying above ph is completely decomposed. L,t is a 
Galois extension of Ko+ by the maximality of L,+ and the r,-invariance of 
the set of all prime ideals of K,f lying over p. The Galois group 
r, = Gal(K,f /K,+ ) acts on the Galois group Gal( L,+ /Kz ): let z E r,, ; extend 
to f E Gal(L,+ /K$ ) and set 0’ = iai- ’ for all (r E Gal( L,f /K,’ ). 
The group r, also acts on U,+, the p-Sylow subgroup of Pic(Z,‘). The 
isomorphism of class field theory IL,+ 2 Gal( LT /K,’ ), induced by the Artin 
map, is an isomorphism of I’,,-modules [S, p. 261; 15, p. 3391. Now it 
follows from (*) that there is a sequence g, E Gal(L,+ /K,’ ) such that 
gR+ = p”o+’ 
gn and SC,,, + 1 for all s > 0. (t) 
From (7) we get the following 
ASSERTION 1. The field L,+ contains an extension 0,’ of K,’ whose 
Galois group is a r,,-module such that up+ = gp”O+ ’ and oPn = 1 for all 
g E Gal(D,f /KT). Furthermore, for each s > 0 there is m = m(s) with 
IGal(D,+ /K,‘)I >p”, and 0,’ is a Galois extension of K,f . 
Proof of Assertion 1. Let V, = Gal( L,+ /K,’ ). Consider the homomor- 
;;;s;;;e;;f$ y++&-wy’!- ’ and set W,, = c(,( V,). Letting 0,’ be 
n , rt IS easily checked that Assertion 1 follows 
from the definition”of bn and from (t). 
We are going to prove that Assertion 1 implies the following 
ASSERTION 2. Let 23, be defined as in Lemma 4.7. There is a sequence of 
subgroups 53, in B,,, n E N, with the property: For each s > 0 there is 
m = m(s) with la,1 >,p”. 
Since Assertion 2 contradicts Lemma 4.7, the proof of Assertion 2 will 
finish the proof of Proposition 4.8. 
Proof of Assertion 2. Let D, = D,‘(up), where 0,’ is defined as in Asser- 
tion 1. Then (D,: D,+) = 2, and D, is a complex multiplication field. The 
Galois group G, of D, over K,, = K,+(pp) is of exponent dividing pn by 
Assertion 1. Let 6, = Hom(G,, Z,*), where Z,* denotes the units of Z,. 
Then G,z G, since Z, is connected. Since D, is unramified over K, the 
ring A n := O,.[p-‘1 is a Galois ring extension of Z, with Galois group G, 
[ 1, Remark 1.5(d)]. For each x E e, the set 
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is a rank-one projective Z,-module satisfying Zn,X ‘In,* for x, $E G, by 
[2, Theorem 11. Therefore, J, = { Zn,x ( x E 6,) is a group of order 1 G,I. 
Let p be defined as in 4.8 and p*(Z,.,)=Z,,,O,p,(Z,), where p.,.(Z,) is 
Z, considered as a (Z,)-module via p. We are going to show I,,, = I$ and 
p*(Z,,,) E Zn,x for all x E G,,. Since D, is a complex multiplication field and 
since x(a) is a root of unity, we have 
- - 
Z,,x= (awl, 1 a(ii)=~(a)aVa~G,}= {ad, 1 a(~)=~(a)iiVa~G,} 
= {uEA,I o(a)=~(a)-‘uVUEG,) =Zn,x-~=Z;;. 
By Assertion 1 there is an extension FEG~~(D,/K,) of p satisfying 
PP - --‘=a@“+ for all LEG,. The map ,3(Z,,,)+p*(Zn,X), UH~-i(u)@ 1, 
is a Z,-module isomorphism with inverse defined by uOz H fi(u)z for 
UEZrLx ZEZ,. We therefore obtain 
p*(Z,,,)z {uEA, 1 u(p- ‘(u))=x(a)p-‘(u)b~G,} 
= {atA, I (~a~-‘)(u)=~(~(cr))uVa~G,} 
= (UEA,) up”“+l (u)=~(~)~~+‘uVUEG,} =Z,,x. 
We now consider the group homomorphism 
Pn : 3, --t W.&L I,,, l-b c~tI,xl~ 
where [I,,,] denotes the isomorphism class of Z,,X. We have shown that 
3, :=/?,,(3,,) is a subgroup of 8,. Since 13,l = IG,l for all n, there is 
m = m(s) with ]J,I 3~’ for each s > 0 by Assertion 1. Showing that there is 
r > 0, Y independent of n, with 1 ker(pn)l d pr for all n, will thus prove Asser- 
tion 2. 
Choose an integer m, such hat every prime ideal in OK,0 lying above pZ 
is totally ramified in K, [S, Sect. 6, Lemma 43. It suffices to show 
Iker(/3,,)] 6~’ for all n 3 m,. We have 
WBJ = k,, E 3, I L, =Z,u,forsomeu,EA,}. 
Let pIcx), with 0 6 I(x)<n, be the order of XE G,,. If Z,,, = Z,,U~ for some 
UREA,, then setting a, =u;“’ we have a(~,) = (~(o)u,)~““‘=u,, for all 
0 E G,, hence a, E 2,. Since I;!:’ = Z, = Z,,u, we get a, E Z,*, and K,(u,) is 
a cyclic extension of K,, of degree P”~‘. Setting u, = u,ti; i we obtain 
C(,EZ,, qdl, = 1, K,,(u,) = Mu,) with a;“‘) = cz,, (tt) 
since uX and ti;’ both generate I,,, because of Z,., = Zri. 
Choose a sequence u, E A,,, x E G,, such that ker(fl,) = {Z,u,}. Let Ll 
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be the compositum in D, of the fields K,(u,), and let H, be the Galois 
group of Li over K,,. Then 0, K,, ux c LI: [2, Cor. 21, hence 
Iker(B,Jl = dim.” 
Since Li is unramified over K, and since K, is totally ramified at all 
primes of K, lying above pZ, we have dimKr( K, Li ) = 1 H,I for all n 3 mO. 
By construction, the field K,m Li lies in the maximal abelian unramified p- 
extension of K,, in which every prime of K,,. lying above pZ is completely 
decomposed. Now it follows from (tt) and [S, Lemma 261 that there is 
r E N, r independent of n, such that 1 H,,I 6p’ for all n. 1 
We define for each i E L an R-algebra homomorphism 
v^;: R[r,] -+ R[r,] via V^,(t,) = rb. 
4.9. LEMMA. Zf A~Pic(R[r,,l) is in the image of (x: H’(R, r,,) + 
Pic(R[Z’,]), then dF(A)=A’for alli>O. 
Proof Consider the three homomorphisms E,, Ed, and A from R[Z,] 
to R[T,,xf,] defined by E,(T,)=(~,T,), E2(7n)=(7,, l), and A(r,)= 
(r,, rn). Then &:(A).$(A)=d*(A) since A is in the image of tl [3, 
Corollary 1.33. 
Consider homomorphisms f, from R[ Z,, x Z,] to R[ Z,] defined 
by fi(z;, 7;) = r;+i’ for i>O. We then have fi*(&:(A)&;(A)) = 
fi*(&:(A))fl(E:(A)) =fj*(A*(A)) and S:(A)A = Ci*, ,(A) for all i> 0. 
This implies A2=OT(A) when i=l. If A’=\;*(A) for i>l then 
A ‘+‘=i,+(A)A=v i^*,,(A). 1 
We are now ready for the proof of Theorem 4.4: 
4.4. THEOREM. Let R, = IJ, R, be a f-extension of R. Zf R, . R, has a 
normal basis over R for all n there is s 3 0, independent of n, such that R,p’ 
has a normal basis over R for all n. 
Proof Write A,, (resp. A,) for the images of R, (resp. R,) in 
Pic(R[Z’,] ). We then have A, A,, = 1 for all n by assumption. 
Let p$ be the group of pkth roots of unity in a fixed separable closure 
KSeP of K, and let n, be maximal such that pLpq lies in K(pLp). Each 
connected component of R[r,] is isomorphic to R(pLpk) for some k with 
0 <k d n. Hence there is k 3 0 and a homomorphism 
inducing a homomorphism $ z,,: Pic(R[Z,,]) -+ Pic(R(p,k)) such that 
Zk,n := $:.,(A,) has the same order as A,. 
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Complex conjugation I induces a homomorphism 
I*: Pic(R&)) -+ Pic(R(p,k)), [M] H [A] =:m. 
We now show Ik.n = Tk,,. Let ck be a primitive pkth root of unity. There is i 
such that $&z,) = li. For x = Cj a,r;jE R[r,,] we have 
~ - 
t+bk,?,(x) = C aj[iq = 1 qk”= tik.JV^- ‘(-3) = $k.,&- l(f)). 
f i 
This implies, using Lemma 4.9 and the equation A, A,, = 1, 
~~,,=~k*.n(An)=~k*.,~(~p*“~I(An))=~k*.n(~nPn-’)=1C/~,n(~,’)=~k.,,. 
Define p: R(p,,k) + R(P~A) such that 
P(ik)=ikP”O+‘. 
Then (~~I(/~.~)(x)=~(C,~,i~“)=C,~~i;~”~”+’~=(If~,,~(v~~+~(x)), hence 
P*U,,) = p*(Icl&(A,)) = b-~~~~,,)*(An) = $L,(A,pno+ ’ I= ZC+ ’ by 4.9. BY 
Proposition 4.8 there is s 3 0, independent of n and k, with I& = 1. Since 
A,, has the same order as I,,, we have Ai” = 1. Therefore R,” has a normal 
basis over R for all n. m 
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